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URBAN
LIGHTING
KEY PRODUCT
QUICK GUIDE

Intelligent, connected lighting systems

Smartscape oﬀer support for your lighting
projects from initial design right through to
commissioning onsite, ongoing tuning and
maintenance.
If needing a lighting design for a project
Smartscape can provide this service or we can
provide you with IES ﬁles to produce your own
designs.
Onsite Smartscape can not only commission
the control component of the installation but
we can fully tune the lightings output to suit
your intended design or to create a required
eﬀect and setup advanced features to ensure
the levels we set are maintained across the
ﬁttings lifespan.
After installation we oﬀer a full tuning service
to ensure the installation is running at its
optimum level and that the initial lighting
requirements are being maintained.

ANY QUESTIONS?
Contact us at info@ssqld.com.au P:07 3357 1922

PRODUCT
CATEGORIES
Lighting for your community:

URBAN AREA
P-Category and general area
lighting
- Luma Gen 2
- RoadFlair
- DigiStreet Catenary

URBAN STYLE
Stylish urban environment
lighting
- UNIUrban
- Metronomis
- Classic Street

www.ssqld.com.au
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URBAN AREA
Luma Gen 2
MICRO

6/10/20 LEDS

Luma Gen 2 is positioned for performance
and will be the leader in the Australian
P-Category lighting sector.
The product family is feature rich and
redeﬁnes the norm for easy serviceability
throughout all stages of its lifetime:
installation, operating, upgrading and
end of life.
KEY FEATURES

MINI

10/20/30/40 LEDS

MEDIUM

2

20/40/60/80 LEDS

D4i (DALI2) driver & Zhaga connectors top
and bottom as standard
Simple Tool-less Servicing including a plug
and play driver
Fully programmable to suit power and
light output requirements
Full range of scalable connectivity for
standalone or fully networked control
scenarios
Lifetime quality and reliability
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KEY FEATURES

SERVICEABILITY

Single handed clip operation

Service tag for
commisioning via
mobile device
Socket connectors

Auto-lock stand

Quick installation
cable connector

GearFlex module

Silicon gasket

LED board
Zhara Book 18
socket for sensors
New re-enforced spigot
LM6 Aluminium housing

Safety strap channel

Tilt settings now with 2.5
degrees precision
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Luma Gen 2
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KEY FEATURES

OPTICS

Illuminance Classes (P, C)
DM50

DW50

DS50

DX50

DX51

Complete new optics range ensures a perfect
ﬁt for every application. The optics oﬀer
ﬂexibility, enabling standardization over
applications with outstanding performance
across a wide range of geometries - as well as
design parameters such as tilt and overhang.
They are easy for Engineers to design with as
light distribution remains the same, so even
after a LED upgrade you are assured of
design continuity.
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Luma Gen 2
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KEY FEATURES

D4I DRIVER

Xitanium Driver
Future Proof Luminaires

ZD4i interface

Inbuilt DALI2
Power Supply

SimpleSet
(NFC)

1% accurate
metering

Extended
Diagnostics

The D4i architecture gives you a scalable
foundation you can build on

Zhaga Book 18
Socket
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Fully DALI2 Certiﬁed with inbuilt DALI2 power
supply for local control
Auxillary 24v power supply to power aux
devices
ZD4i luminaires have a universal Zhaga
socket on the top and/or bottom of the
luminaire.
The luminaires are compatible with
all certiﬁed ZD4i and DALI2 control devices.

Luma Gen 2
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INBUILT

KEY FEATURES

CLO - Constant Light Output
CLO is an inbuilt feature that can be enabled to gradually
increase the light level of the fitting across the term of it's
lifespan to compensate for LED module depreciation. This
means designed lighting levels stay the same for the entire
life of the fitting with no need to initially overlight the space
in the early part of its lifecycle.

Real Time Dyna Dimmer
The inbuilt Dyna Dimmer function
can be enabled to change the
output of the fitting based on a
time after initial startup e.g light
turns on at 6pm and 6 hours later
at 12am the lights drop to 50%,
several stages can be set.

D4i DRIVER INBUILT FUNCTIONALITY
L-Tune allows full conﬁguration for Energy
eﬃciency, Lifetime, Lumen Maintenance, CLO
and Dimming regimes and can be set prior or
after installation.
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Luma Gen 2
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PE CELL

KEY FEATURES
CONNECTIVITY
Connectivety options allow you to control
your lights now whilst allowing more
scalable connection options into the future.

Certified Zhaga-D4i products
Certified DALI2 Products
Simple standalone solutions
Full networked monitored systems
Wired and wireless options

MOTION DETECTION

TIMECLOCK/BLUETOOTH
APP FUNCTIONALITY

WIRELESS CONNECTION
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Luma Gen 2
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DIMENSIONS

KEY FEATURES
Micro BGP702

Mini BGP703

Medium BGP704
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Luma Gen 2
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‘Give Light and people will find the way’
ELLA BAKER
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URBAN AREA
RoadFlair
Designed for city roads, streets and parking
the Philips RoadFlair is a new exciting

BRP391

product, oﬀering savings and fast ROI whilst

23/36/44 LEDS

not sacriﬁcing lumen per watt, optic
selection and build quality

KEY FEATURES
High Lumen efficiency
Sleek, Light-weight
Tool-less opening for servicing
Control and dimming ready
Value for money
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RoadFlair
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KEY FEATURES

Set DWV Optic
IP66 IK08
High pressure die-cast
aluminium construction

Best in class LED Technology
Consistent performance and
reliability guaranteed

Tool-less Opening
Small and Medium housing gear
compartment can be accessed
without using any tools

DIMENSIONS
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RoadFlair
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URBAN AREA
DigiStreet
DigiStreet Catenary is a unique Luminaire

KEY FEATURES
Catenary & suspension versions
Dedicated Bracket & Poles

allowing installation of urban lighting where
there is no option for post top mounting.
Built with Philips precision parts and

Scalable Control

premium optic combined with D4i ready

Optomised Optics

LED Engines the DigiStreet Catenary is an

Wide Lumen packages available

exciting tool for lighting designers.
Ideal for Catenary Street and Tunnel
applications.
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DigiStreet
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11 Optic Selections
IP66 IK09
3000K - 4000K
1400-22000 lm
range
100,000 hrs L90

KEY FEATURES
SERVICEABILITY

Tool-less clip for opening
the luminaire

Hinge for easy access

Tool-less clip for
replacing the driver
Easy accessibility if
working from below
Push in wires to
release the driver
Standard knife connector
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DigiStreet
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URBAN STYLE
UNIUrban

UNIUrban is the most versatile P-Category
lighting product in it ﬁeld. With 5 diﬀerent
product styles, 3 installation options
combined with IK08 and IP65 rating the
UNIUrban is ideal for parks, pathways,
gardens, residential areas, shopping center
plazas with styling options to compliment
both modern and historical architecture.

KEY FEATURES
Stylish
3 wattages
3000k/4000k
Side-entry, Post-top and Suspended
installation options
3 Optics Ass/Sym/Omni
IP65/IK08
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UNIUrban
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KEY FEATURES

3000K - 4000K
IP66 IK08
High pressure die-cast
aluminium construction

DIMENSIONS

BGP461

BSS461

BDP461
BSP461
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UNIUrban
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URBAN STYLE
Metronomis
KEY FEATURES
Stylish
Versatility
Unique Design
3000K-4000K
1350-10650lm

Philips Metronomis LED is the ﬁrst
urban inspiration luminaire design to
meet tomorrow's urban development
trends. The Metronomis provides tools
to enable the lighting designer to
experiment with light and shadows to
enhance ambiance

I15-130W
50,000 hrs
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BOWL CHOICES

Metronomis
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KEY FEATURES
POLE SELECTION

MetroBasic

MetroCone

MetroLat

MetroLight

MetroRiginal

MetroTube

MetroWood

LIGHT & SHADOW EFFECTS
Honeycomb HC

Foam FM

Concentric Circle CON

Star STAR

>Flux 3,000 lm recommended
>Optics MDS only

>Flux 3,000 lm recommended
>Optics MDS only

>Flux 3,000 lm recommended
>Optics MDS only

>Flux 3,000 lm recommended
>Optics MDS only

BOWL EFFECTS
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Metronomis
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URBAN STYLE
ClassicStreet
ClassicStreet recalls the iconic beauty of

KEY FEATURES
Post top & suspended versions
Dedicated Bracket & Poles
Scalable Control
Optomised Optics

20th-century street lanterns. Combining
elegant design with the subtle details of
heritage luminaires Philips ClassicStreet
series meets lighting levels and energy
performance.

Mounting Options
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ClassicStreet
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KEY FEATURES

8 Optic Selections
IP66 IK09
3000K - 4000K
1600-1100 lm range
100,000 hrs L90

Family Range
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ClassicStreet
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Key Brands

OTHER PRODUCTS & SERVICES AVAILABLE
Lighting Controls
Wired & Wireless
Networked or Standalone
Commercial, industrial & Residential
From small and simple to complete multistory buildings.
Architectural & Streetscape Lighting
Fittings, controls and all accessories
Smart Warehouse Lighting
Specialist Theatre Lighting
Custom Design Products & Solutions
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PHILIPS
CERTIFIED
PARTNER

ANY QUESTIONS?
Contact us at info@ssqld.com.au P:07 3357 1922

PHILIPS
CERTIFIED
PARTNER
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